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I.  Introduction 

 

“Student fees pay most of the athletic department bills at most state-supported 

Virginia schools playing major college sports….The high price of subsidizing 

sports programs plays a vital role in making tuition and fees at schools among the 

highest in the nation.”  -Item in the Richmond Times Dispatch. 

 

Each year, schools are spending millions of dollars to finance their athletic 

programs.  There are a growing number of people who believe that college athletic 

programs are in direct opposition to the fundamental missions of these institutions.  When 

a non-profit organization like a major university is having financial difficulty, other 

programs have to pay these bills.  Funds are being diverted from the school and academic 

programs to athletics, something that offers minimal educational value.  These athletic 

budgets are growing at a very high rate, higher than spending on academic endeavors 

(Sylwester and Witosky).  Coinciding with this trend of larger athletic budgets is an 

increase in tuition to attend these universities and colleges.  Collegiate athletic programs 

are supposed to be self supporting.  They are nearly autonomous from the institution it 

represents, but these programs still call for the institution to support its financial short 

comings (Lawrence 124).  The purpose of this study is to empirically investigate how the 

supply and demand functions have changed in higher education.  Investigating the 

relationship between the tuition of schools in the NCAA Division I and their athletic 

budgets should reveal whether or not college sports are costly to students in the form of 

higher tuitions. 
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Many consider collegiate athletics to be a big business.  The people in charge of 

these organizations believe it is a business.  Florida State University’s athletic director 

commented in 1986 that “it’s a business” (Thelin and Wiseman).  An inordinate amount 

of athletic programs are in financial trouble year after year.    If these programs really are 

a business, then why aren’t they measured by the standards of business practice?  If a 

business continued to generate losses year after year, serious decisions would be made 

about the direction of the business.  Changes would inevitably be made.  So why haven’t 

these problems been addressed by this business of college sport?  Not only has this 

problem been neglected, but the lavish and excessive spending that financially dooms 

these athletic programs only seems to increase each year (Fulks 14).  The University of 

Wisconsin-Madison recently approved a 71.2 million dollar budget. According to a 

University of Wisconsin press release, “if trends continue UW will be spending more 

than the state’s other big sports program, the Milwaukee Brewers.”  This should be 

shocking, considering the Brewers are a professional team.  Even the NCAA president, 

Myles Brand, has commented on the mounting financial difficulties of so many 

institutions.  He believes that this problem “threatens the integrity of the university” 

(Suggs).   

 This is a hot topic in higher education.  Some argue that athletics are central to the 

education and well being of the student as a whole.  Others argue that athletics are 

expensive, benefit only a tiny percentage of students, and help destroy the moral fibers 

that are central to the missions of many institutions.  Professors are being pitted against 

athletes.  Coaches and administrators are butting heads (Lawrence 124).  There is a 

limited supply of money at the university level and everyone wants a piece of it.  Has 
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money become more important than the whole notion of the student-athlete?  Using 

statistical analysis, this report will try to dispel any rumors and find some empirical 

evidence to either refute or confirm the claim that college athletics are financially 

harmful to the institutions that they represent.   
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II.  Related Literature 

 

 There has not been much previous research done in this specific area of athletics 

at the collegiate level.  Part of the reason for this is the lack of good data.  Accountants 

can be very creative and conceal costs and make something look more profitable than it 

really is.  Institutions are not immune to this creativity.  They have been accused of using 

questionable accounting practices to conceal and hide the real expenses that are 

associated with running a top tier athletic program (Ehrenberg 235).   

 The research that has been conducted concerning this topic all in agree with the 

fact that athletic programs are costly to run (Ehrenberg 235).  Most of the literature 

written is based on Daniel Fulks’ reports that are compiled every two years, starting in 

1993.  In his reports, Fulks provides data on expenditures and revenues of the athletic 

departments of the universities that comprise the 11 major conferences.  In his studies, he 

has found that the majority of Division I-A programs are running athletic department 

deficits (Fulks 14).  Spending on the less lucrative female athletic teams has risen, 

causing an increase in costs with very little revenue produced from these sports.  Fulks is 

not the only one who believes that the growth of women’s sports has caused financial 

difficulties for athletic programs.  A report submitted to Congress from the Department of 

Education in 1993 cites Title IX as a reason for increased athletic expenditures (Zimbalist 

72).  With these increased expenditures, however, there is very little return.  Women’s 

sports generate very little revenue compared to men’s sports.   

 Fulks is not the only source that has gathered data on intercollegiate athletics 

finance.  The AASCU, in 1986, conducted a survey of athletic departments.  Their results 
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concluded that among 67 Division I-A institutions, only nine were generating surplus 

revenues.  Thirty one programs ran a deficit, and 25 were reported as being self 

sufficient.  This data is also misleading.  The report included student fees as revenue.  

More likely than not, these 25 schools that were reported as being self sufficient were 

operating in a deficit if these contributions from students were excluded (Thelin and 

Wiseman). 

 Another interesting item that appeared in the AASCU report was the distribution 

of where revenues were generated.  A large portion of the athletic department budget 

came from students, particularly in the form of student fees (Thelin and Wiseman).  The 

AASCU was not alone in identifying a relationship between revenues and student fees.  

The University of Louisville, which is one of the top athletic programs in the country,  

agreed to a gradual increase in tuition and fees that will supply the athletic department 

with 3 million dollars annually in 2004 (Sylwester and Witosky).  Considering that 

Louisville has nearly 21,500 students enrolled, each student is donating nearly 140 

dollars to the athletic department.   

 Previous researchers all agree that the key to a financially successful athletic 

program lies in the men’s football and basketball programs (Siegel).  These are the sports 

that are in the national spotlight.  Television networks shell out huge contracts to cover 

these immensely popular sports (Siegel).  The NCAA, through television contracts, 

generated about 370 million dollars in revenue for the fiscal year 2002-2003.  This may 

seem like a lot of money, but only a tiny portion of that money is given back to the 

institutions being televised.   
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Television contracts are not the only thing that makes these sports so potentially 

profitable, but they are by far the largest piece of the pie.  Post season appearances in 

football and basketball generate large revenues for their respective schools.  “In 1988, the 

NCAA doled out over 26.8 million to the 64 teams that participated in its Division I 

men’s basketball tournament including $1,153,000 to the Final Four teams” (Sperber, 

College Sports Inc. 42.).  This is rather impressive considering the average NCAA team 

generated less than 10 million dollars in 1989.  This figure of 10 million dollars includes 

money coming from institutional support, which, according to Fulks, approaches 1 

million dollars a year.   

 Collegiate football bowl games also provide universities with a substantial sum of 

money.  Only a fraction of this actually goes back to the college, most (if not all) is 

redistributed to the athletic program.  In 1987, 400 million dollars had been paid out to 

the schools participating in collegiate bowl games.  Only one ten thousandth of that 

money, however, had been contributed towards academic purposes (Sperber, College 

Sports Inc. 44).  This can be thought of as a kind of opportunity cost.  If athletic programs 

were truly self sufficient, much more of this money would become available for academic 

purposes, benefiting a much larger portion of the students.   

 Ironically, these sports are also part of the reason why, on average, there is so 

much financial trouble within the NCAA.  Only the most successful teams in both of the 

above mentioned sports reap large profits in these sports.  Travel, equipment, and 

coaching expenses are incredibly high.  Expenses in these two sports alone are 

astronomical.  The average Division I-A school spent nearly 9 million dollars on these 

two men’s sports in 2002.  The average expense for all sports combined was 11.5 million 
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dollars in 2002.  According to the Knight Commission, a group that has studied athletics 

at the collegiate level, annual costs per football player are well over 100,000 dollars (Finn 

Jr. 56). 

 In 2000, Murray Sperber released his book Beer and Circus, in which he details 

how universities have strayed from their educational missions and are more dedicated to 

improving the quality of life for students.  Essentially, more and more tuition dollars, he 

believes, are being dedicated to entertainment.  And the biggest entertainment draw on 

campuses has always been sports (Sperber, Beer and Circus 68).   

 In the literature on collegiate athletics, there has been much discussion as to 

whether or not collecting comprehensive data on this topic is feasible.  Athletic 

scholarships routinely are reported under the university’s general financial aid fund.  

These scholarships are for athletes and essentially are subsidizing these men and women 

for their services.  These scholarships should be reported under the athletic department’s 

budget (Finn Jr. 56).   

In recent years, there has been a “building boom” within collegiate athletics (Finn 

Jr. 55).  Capital expenditures and debt servicing projects are not listed in athletic 

department budgets (Fulks 14).  Universities are building the largest and most of state of 

the art athletic facilities.  These multi-million dollar projects are extremely costly and are 

absent from the balance sheets of athletic departments (Ehrenberg 235).  This can cause 

the data given about athletic department budgets to look more attractive than they really 

are. 

 Coupled with an arms race in building athletic facilities, there is also stiff 

competition to hire the most recognizable coaches for sports teams.  These coaches come 
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with a price and are expected to bring championships.  According to the Knight 

Commission “some 30 college football and men’s basketball coaches are paid 1 million 

dollars or more a year” (Finn Jr. 55).  In most states, the highest paid public employee is 

the top coach at the major public university in that state.  These ridiculous salaries show 

how much emphasis is being placed on athletics.  In comparison, the most esteemed and 

respected faculty members at the same institutions probably don’t even earn half the 

salary that these big name coaches do.   
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III.  Methodology 

 

 Using a combination of data from the Integrated Postsecondary Education Data 

System and the reports compiled by Daniel Fulks, entitled “Revenues and Expenses, 

Profits and Losses of Division I-A Intercollegiate Athletics Programs Aggregated by 

Conference”, this report is geared towards analyzing the effects of athletic department 

spending on tuition and spending in other areas of the institution.   

 The data provided by the IPEDS provides information on all aspects of school 

finance.  In order to gauge the trends in university spending in regards to athletics, this 

study used the most recent complete datasets from the IPEDS.  The fiscal years of 1993, 

1995, and 1997 were used.  In order to create uniformity with the data from Fulks’ report 

on athletic expenditures, only finance information from the 11 major Division I-A 

conferences was analyzed.  These conferences are the Atlantic Coast Conference , the 

Big East Conference, the Big Ten Conference, the Big Twelve Conference, Conference 

USA, the South Eastern Conference, the Mid-American Conference, the Sunbelt 

Conference, the Western Athletic Conference, the Pacific Ten Conference, and the 

Mountain West Conference. 

 Fulks’ report only contained expenditure and revenue information for each 

conference.  In order to create consistency within the data, all other variables used in this 

study will be averaged by conference.   

The variables that are the keys to this investigation are ConfTuiAvg, BudgBal, 

AvgConfRev, AvgConfEx, AvgInstrucEx, AvgAcadSupEx, AvgStudSerEx, 

AvgEGTotTransEx, AvgResearch, AvgEndow, and BigSixConf.  All of these variables 
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are available for the fiscal years 1993, 1995, and 1997.  ConfTuiAvg, which is broken 

down into three separate years, 1993, 1995, and 1997 gives the average tuition of 

universities within a specific conference.  BudgBal, which also exists for the same three 

years, gives the average athletic budget balance of all the teams in a specific conference.  

It equals the average conference revenues subtracted by the average conference expenses.  

AvgConfRev is a variable that provides information on the average revenue collected by 

each athletic conference.  This data also is provided for the same three years: 1993, 1995, 

and 1997.  The AvgConfEx variable provides the average expenditures of athletic teams 

within a specific conference.  This variable also is broken down for each of the three 

years mentioned above.   

The next group of variables provides information on spending on educational 

items.  These variables also are given for three separate years: 1993, 1995, and 1997.  

AvgInstrucEx is a variable that provides the average amount of money that is spent on 

instruction for students for schools within a given conference.  AvgAcadSupEx, gives the 

amount of money, on average, that conference teams spend on academic support services.  

AvgStudServEx is a variable that provides information on student services that the 

university creates for its students.  The last variable that is essential to this group is the 

AvgEGTotTransEx.  This variable gives the exact amount of money that is spent on 

education and related services within the university.   

There are also three other variables that need to be included in this study in order 

to provide a developed, yet still rudimentary, model for university finance.  AvgEndow, 

which is held for the three years 1993, 1995, and 1997, gives the conference average 

amount of money held in the endowments of the schools in the conference.  Endowments 
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are crucial because they are used heavily by schools to finance projects as well as day to 

day operations.   

AvgResearch is a variable that gives the average amount of money that schools in 

a specific conference spent on research.  This is a key variable because many scholars 

believe that research expenses are driving up the cost of tuition.  So by taking this into 

consideration, a better estimation of how the budget balance affects tuition can be 

obtained.   

The last variable that will be considered in this study is a dummy variable that 

takes into account whether or not a conference is a member of the “Big Six Conferences”.  

Members of the big six conferences spend a great deal of money on athletics, much more 

than the other five Div I-A conferences.  Appropriately, this variable is named 

BigSixConf.  Generally, the schools in the big six conferences have higher tuitions.  Is 

this because they spend so much more on athletics?  (See appendix for the mean tuitions 

of schools in the big six conferences and those that are not).  

These variables are the focus of this investigation because they will reveal what 

types of spending are going on at universities.  If athletics really are becoming more 

important than academics at universities, one should see some type of negative 

relationship between average tuition within the conference and the conference average 

athletic department budget balance.   

In order to provide results that are easier to interpret, this study will now consider 

average conference revenues and expenses (AvgConfRev and AvgConfEx) instead of the 

BudgBal variable.  Later in this study, when regression analysis is used, it will make 

much more sense to take a look at revenues and expenses as opposed to the budget 
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balance.  The results that are expected will now be broken into two parts.  One should 

expect a negative relationship to exist between average conference revenues and tuition, 

and a positive relationship between expenses and tuition should be observed. 

 The first step in this investigation is to see whether or not there appears to be any 

correlation between the key variables.  Supporting the hypothesis that intercollegiate 

athletic deficits cause tuition to increase, there is a stronger correlation between 

ConfTuiAvg and AvgConfEx than that between ConfTuiAvg and AvgConfRev.  This 

condition holds for all three years of data.  The variable with the highest correlation with 

ConfTuiAvg is AvgResearch.  This makes sense, since schools spend a significantly 

larger amount of money on research than athletics.  AvgConfEx has a stronger correlation 

with ConfTuiAvg than any variable used in this study, besides research, to represent 

spending on educational endeavors.  Also, BigSixConf, seems to have a strong 

correlation with ConfTuiAvg in all three years of the study.  (See the appendix for the 

correlation tables) 

 After establishing that there is some correlation between these variables, the next 

step is to use regression analysis to try and quantify the relationship between the 

variables.  In order to present easily readable results, the logs of all the variables in this 

study were taken, with the exception of BigSixConf since it is a dummy variable.  Using 

the logs of these variables, log-log regression analysis was used to quantify the 

relationships between these variables.  (See the appendix for the regression output)  
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IV.  Analysis of Results 

 

 There does not seem to be a strong, consistent relationship between the financial 

status of an athletic department and the tuition of a Division I university.  The average 

conference revenue variable had a consistent, negative relationship with tuition for each 

of the three years that this study investigated.   In 1993, a 10 percent increase in revenues 

leads to a .111 percent drop in tuition.  This coefficient on the log of the average 

conference revenues variable is statistically different from zero.  Similar results were 

achieved for the other two years.  In 1995, a 10 percent increase in revenues leads to a 

.125 percent decrease in tuition.  In 1997, a 10 percent increase in revenues leads to a 

.180 percent decrease in tuition.  The coefficients on these two years of this variable are 

also statistically different from zero at the 95% confidence level.  These coefficients may 

seem tiny, but considering athletic budgets, the numbers can really add up. 

 Looking at the conference expenditure variable, the results are not as clear cut.  

The expected sign of the beta coefficients on the average conference expenditure 

variables were observed.  The coefficient, however, was not statistically different from 

zero at the 95% confidence level for all of the years involved in this study.  In 1993, it 

was statistically significant at the 82% confidence level, in 1995, the coefficient is 

different from zero at the 87% confidence level, and in 1997, and the coefficient is 

statistically significant from zero at the 88% confidence level.  These numbers are a bit 

discouraging, but they are very close to being statistically significant.  This study is a 

minimum estimation of the effects of athletics on tuition.  If more comprehensive data 
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was available, regression analysis would reveal a stronger statistically significant 

relationship. 

 Since the coefficient on the athletic expenses variable is statistically insignificant, 

it is hard to say anything definite about the relationship between the budget balance of an 

athletic department and tuitions at these schools.   

 Another item that needs to be considered when analyzing the 1997 data is the fact 

that the stock market was roaring in the mid to late 1990’s. The mean endowment of a 

school jumped nearly $200,000 from 1995 to 1997.  This jump in endowment could have 

been used to finance projects and departments at a university that would normally have 

been financed in other ways.  So the relationships between athletics spending, revenues, 

and tuition could have been negated by the sudden increase in endowment.   

 It is worthwhile to take a cursory look at the other variables involved in the 

regression analysis.  AvgEGTotTransEx was dropped because there was the strong 

possibility that this variable double counted some of the information provided by some of 

the other variables involved in this study.  Also, AvgAcadSupEx was dropped.  This 

variable was weakly correlated with the conference tuition average variable and the 

regression seemed to fit better without it since there was a great deal of variance in this 

variable.   

 One surprising aspect of the regression analysis is the effect of endowment on 

tuition.  This variable was only weakly correlated with conference tuition average and 

was the most statistically insignificant of all variables in the study.  The likely reason for 

the statistical insignificance of the endowment variable is the fact that endowments vary 

so much from school to school.  Some of the schools involved in the study are blessed 
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with incredibly large endowments, while others only receive a fraction of that amount.  It 

is a well known fact that endowments are a major source of funds for universities and 

colleges.  So the fact that this variable was so insignificant is a cause for concern.  With 

better data available, one would expect this variable to have a strong, negative, 

statistically significant, effect on tuition.   

 The dummy variable, BigSixConf, is also statistically insignificant from zero at 

the 95% confidence level for all three years involved in this study.  This is not too 

surprising given the limited number of observations.  It is still vital to the model to 

include these variables that are statistically insignificant.  Without them, there would be a 

lot of variation that would be left unexplained.   

 The rest of the variables are statistically significant for the years 1993 and 1995.  

There is an exception.  The average instruction expense variable is statistically 

insignificant for the year 1995.  In the year 1997, all of these variables are insignificant.   

The average conference research variable is worth looking at in some depth.  

Some scholars believe that research expenditures are the main reason why tuition has 

increased over the past two decades (Sperber, Beer and Circus, 93).  This variable is 

statistically significant for each of the three years in the study.  As expected, there is a 

positive relationship between research expenses and tuition. 

The model used in this study seemed to fit fairly well.  The high adjusted R-

squared figures for the three regressions conducted suggest that much of the variation in 

average conference tuitions has been represented in the model.  Also, the F statistics 

suggest that this model is fairly accurate for all three years of data used in this study also.  

(See the Appendix for the exact figures for the F statistic and for the adjusted R-Squared.)
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V.  Conclusions 

 

 Due to the limitations of this data and the non-uniform accounting procedures 

practiced by NCAA institutions, this research has been unable to identify a consistent, 

systematic relationship between athletic spending and tuition.  The very limited number 

of observations available makes it very hard to establish a clear cut relationship in any of 

the variables in this study.   

Division I-A athletics continue to be one of the most captivating forms of sport 

and entertainment.  With the lucrative contracts that are awarded to the NCAA, spending 

on athletics at universities will only increase in years to come.  Currently, on the average, 

expenses are growing at a greater pace than revenues (Suggs).  It will be interesting to see 

whether or not revenues generated from athletics will plateau or even decline over the 

next few years.   

 Another thing to consider is that the data provided by IPEDS on tuition did not 

include activity fees.  It is widely publicized that these activity fees are used to fund a 

large portion of the athletic budget.  If IPEDS had data available on activity fees, it would 

have been interesting to see how activity fees have been affected by financially troubled 

athletic programs.   

 One possible reason why the results of this study came back statistically 

insignificant may be the fact that the best publicly held data, which is provided by Daniel 

Fulks, only provides conference averages.  These conference averages may not be 

affected by this distribution gap widening.  This gap does however, have significance, 

even though it is tough to observe on a more aggregate level.  The rich athletic 
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departments are getting richer and the problematic departments are losing more and more 

money.  There proportion of schools losing money in athletics is growing, but this fact 

may not have shown up in the data used in this study.    

There does seem to be some type of shift in university spending.  It is clear that 

the demands have changed for students.  The market for education is ever evolving (Hart 

Nibbrig and Cottingham 76).  They want more activities, more services provided, and 

apparently, universities are willing to provide.  The environment surrounding higher 

education in the United States is changing.  It will be interesting to see what kind of 

empirical studies will be done on this topic in the near future.  This report just scratched 

the surface; there is so much more to this topic that needs to be investigated.  Hopefully, 

administrators and students alike can get together and take a look at what is really 

important in college.   

The case of William & Mary, a well respected institution, illustrates beautifully 

exactly what is going on at most universities and colleges.  Recently, William and Mary 

cut its athletic department budget by 1%.  The university’s federal funding was cut by 

30%, and every other department was forced to make cuts at an even larger clip.  One 

professor there remarked “If a university is under duress financially, I think everyone 

ought to share in the pain, and as far as I can tell, that’s not the case, essentially the 

athletic people are getting a free ride” (Sylwester and Witosky).  Hopefully, for the sake 

of those seeking a quality education at their university or college, administrators will start 

to reemphasize what is truly important, a quality education.  
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Appendix 

 

Tuition breakdown:  Big Six Conferences Vs. Other 

 

Members of the Big Six Conf Tuition Means for 93, 95, and 97 

 

Variable |     Type         Obs        Mean        [95% Conf. Interval] 

-------------+---------------------------------------------------------- 

ConfTuiAvg93 | Arithmetic       6     9432.305         6981.829   11882.78  

              |  Geometric       6       9183.4         7015.917    12020.5  

              |   Harmonic       6    8931.875          7008.236   12311.04  

-------------+---------------------------------------------------------- 

ConfTuiAvg95 | Arithmetic       6     9926.247         7306.395    12546.1  

              |  Geometric       6     9661.576         7380.921   12646.94  

              |   Harmonic       6     9399.416         7396.921   12888.63  

-------------+---------------------------------------------------------- 

ConfTuiAvg97 | Arithmetic       6     10660.36        7982.102   13338.61  

              |  Geometric       6     10397.28        8014.538   13488.42  

              |   Harmonic       6     10130.22        7997.785   13813.23  

------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
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Members of the other five conferences tuition means for 93, 95, and 97 

 

Variable |        Type            Obs        Mean     [95% Conf. Interval] 

-------------+---------------------------------------------------------- 

ConfTuiAvg93 | Arithmetic       5     6953.472         5676.541   8230.403  

             |  Geometric       5    6890.873        5707.754   8319.233  

              |   Harmonic       5     6826.797         5723.445   8457.146  

-------------+---------------------------------------------------------- 

ConfTuiAvg95 | Arithmetic        5       7381.7            6002.846   8760.553  

              |  Geometric         5      7311.555        6018.919   8881.802  

              |   Harmonic         5      7238.321        6021.127   9072.327  

-------------+---------------------------------------------------------- 

ConfTuiAvg97 | Arithmetic       5     7852.324         6313.976   9390.672  

              |  Geometric       5     7770.895         6343.909   9518.864  

              |   Harmonic       5     7686.651         6355.667   9722.763  

------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
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Regression output of the following regression:  Log of ConfTuiAvg93 as the 

dependent variable and the logs of AvgConfRev93, AvgInstrucEx93, 

AvgStudSerEx93, AvgEndow93, AvgResearch93 and BigSixConf as the independent 

variables. 

 

      Source |       SS       df       MS                Number of obs =      11 

-------------+------------------------------             F(  7,     3) =   14.26 

       Model |  .627215707     7  .089602244        Prob > F      =  0.0259 

    Residual |   .01885201     3  .006284003        R-squared     =  0.9708 

-------------+------------------------------           Adj R-squared =  0.9027 

       Total |  .646067717    10  .064606772            Root MSE      =  .07927 

 

LgConfTui~93 |       Coef.   Std. Err.       t   P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 

LgAvgConfR~3 |   -1.11423   .2553402    -4.36   0.022    -1.926837    -.301624 

LgAvgConfE~3 |   .5798688   .3309804    1.75   0.178    -.4734586    1.633196 

LgAvgInst~93 |     .9136215   .1802106     5.07    0.015      .340111    1.487132 

LgAvgStud~93 |   -.9195381   .2009638    -4.58   0.020    -1.559095   -.2799817 

LgAvgEndow93 |  -.0477479   .0389497   -1.23  0.308    -.1717033    .0762074 

LgAvgRese~93 |   .5172747   .0800561      6.46   0.008     .2625004    .7720491 

BigSixConf |       -.2096649   .1267384      -1.65  0.197     -.613003    .1936732 

 _cons |                  7.280883   1.931929     3.77   0.033     1.132622    13.42914 
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Regression output of the following regression:  Log of ConfTuiAvg95 as the 

dependent variable and the logs of AvgConfRev95, AvgInstrucEx95, 

AvgStudSerEx95, AvgEndow95, AvgResearch95 and BigSixConf as the independent 

variables. 

 

Source |               SS       df       MS                Number of obs =      11 

-------------+------------------------------             F(  7,     3) =    9.33 

Model |     .611120196     7  .087302885           Prob > F      =  0.0468 

Residual |  .028069548     3  .009356516            R-squared     =  0.9561 

-------------+------------------------------             Adj R-squared =  0.8536 

Total |  .639189744    10  .063918974             Root MSE      =  .09673 

 

 

LgConfTui~95 |      Coef.           Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 

LgAvgConfR~5 |  -1.246645   .2704967    -4.61   0.019    -2.107486   -.3858035 

LgAvgConfE~5 |   1.089888   .5147314     2.12   0.124    -.5482173    2.727993 

LgAvgInst~95 |     .8393928   .3043342     2.76   0.070    -.1291346     1.80792 

LgAvgStud~95 |    -.9902997   .2977532   -3.33   0.045    -1.937883   -.0427163 

LgAvgEndow95 |  -.1368205   .0695499   -1.97   0.144    -.3581594    .0845184 

LgAvgRese~95 |   .3891699   .1056749      3.68   0.035     .0528651    .7254747 

BigSixConf |   .      0690172   .1575348      0.44   0.691     -.432329    .5703634 

_cons |                    7.237238   3.525578     2.05   0.132    -3.982724     18.4572 
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Regression output of the following regression:  Log of ConfTuiAvg97 as the 

dependent variable and the logs of AvgConfRev97, AvgInstrucEx97, 

AvgStudSerEx97, AvgEndow97, AvgResearch97 and BigSixConf as the independent 

variables. 

 

Source |       SS       df       MS                Number of obs =      11 

------------+------------------------------             F(  7,     3) =    4.87 

Model |      .593414699     7  .084773528         Prob > F      =  0.1103 

Residual |  .052170231     3  .017390077            R-squared     =  0.9192 

-------------+------------------------------             Adj R-squared =  0.7306 

Total |   .64558493    10  .064558493             Root MSE      =  .13187 

 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

LgConfTui~97 |      Coef.               Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 

-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 

LgAvgConfR~7 |     -1.801225   .5844108    -3.08   0.054    -3.661081    .0586308 

LgAvgConfE~7 |     1.454453   .6538112       2.22   0.113    -.6262658    3.535173 

LgAvgInst~97 |       .8314157   .3571481       2.33   0.102     -.305189     1.96802 

LgAvgStud~97 |      -.8387716   .3644674     -2.30   0.105    -1.998669    .3211263 

LgAvgEndow97 |   -.0249237   .0755476      -0.33   0.763      -.26535    .2155026 

LgAvgRese~97 |    .3592094   .1176716         3.05   0.055    -.0152742    .7336929 

BigSixConf |          .2105007   .2494192         0.84   0.461    -.5832625    1.004264 

_cons |                     6.738623   3.127612        2.15   0.120    -3.214835    16.69208 
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Correlation table for the year 1993 
 
 
  Rev        Ex         TuiAvg   Instruc  AcSup   StudSer   EGtot  Endow  Big6     Research 
-------------+--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
AvgConfRev93 |  1.0000  
AvgConfEx93 |    0.9780   1.0000  
ConfTuiAvg93 |   0.4533   0.5451   1.0000  
AvgInstru~93 |     0.8006   0.8011   0.4955   1.0000  
AvgAcadSu~93 |  0.7618   0.7905   0.4617   0.9592   1.0000  
AvgStudSe~93 |   0.7015   0.7617   0.5064   0.9084   0.9329   1.0000  
AvgEGTotT~93 | 0.8491   0.8517   0.4842   0.9909   0.9734   0.9219   1.0000  
AvgEndow93 |     0.4047   0.4464   0.3477   0.5070   0.5614   0.4633   0.5260  1.0000  
BigSixConf |        0.8761   0.8756   0.5893   0.6566   0.6286   0.5923   0.7142  0.4667   1.0000 
AvgResear~93 |   0.5628   0.6702   0.8678   0.4308   0.4599   0.5733   0.4776   0.3032  0.7087  1.0000 

 
 
Correlation table for the year 1995 
 

                Rev      Ex       TuiAvg   Instruc  AcSup   StudSer   EGtot  Endow  Big6     Research 
-------------+--------------------------------------------------------------- 
AvgConfRev95 |  1.0000  
AvgConfEx95 |    0.9600   1.0000  
ConfTuiAvg95 |   0.4552   0.6443   1.0000  
AvgInstru~95 |     0.7952   0.8484   0.4821   1.0000  
AvgAcadSu~95 |  0.7471   0.7877   0.4161   0.9410   1.0000  
AvgStudSe~95 |   0.6782   0.7696   0.4989   0.9215   0.9354   1.0000  
AvgEGTotT~95 | 0.8352   0.8716   0.4626   0.9892   0.9696   0.9296   1.0000  
AvgEndow95 |     0.4966   0.6171   0.4106   0.5564   0.6254   0.5295   0.5884   1.0000 
BigSixConf |        0.9070   0.9095   0.5732   0.6606   0.6540   0.6166   0.7128   0.5513 1.0000 
AvgResear~95 |   0.5496   0.6906   0.8645   0.4554   0.4836   0.5962   0.4907   0.4180  0.7051 1.0000 
 
 
Correlation table for the year 1997 

 
Rev         Ex       TuiAvg   Instruc  AcSup   StudSer   EGtot   Endow   Big6     Research 

-------------+--------------------------------------------------------------- 
AvgConfRev97 |   1.0000  
AvgConfEx97 |     0.9860   1.0000  
ConfTuiAvg97 |    0.4642   0.5403   1.0000  
AvgInstru~97 |      0.8345   0.8629   0.4846   1.0000  
AvgAcadSu~97 |   0.7829   0.8120   0.4695   0.9547   1.0000  
AvgStudSe~97 |    0.7532   0.8098   0.5202   0.9325   0.9282   1.0000  
AvgEGTotT~97 |  0.8712   0.8887   0.4717   0.9912   0.9717   0.9352   1.0000  
AvgEndow97 |      0.4177   0.4632   0.3209   0.5168   0.5523   0.4714   0.5224   1.0000 
BigSixConf |         0.8940   0.8765   0.5976   0.6695   0.6490   0.6354   0.7222   0.3770  1.0000 
AvgResear~97 |    0.5611   0.6276   0.8640   0.4604   0.4952   0.6076   0.4938   0.2843  0.7034   1.0000 
  


